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Open science and reproducible research have become per-
vasive goals across research communities, political circles 
and funding bodies1–3. The understanding is that open and 

reproducible research practices enable scientific reuse, accelerating 
future projects and discoveries in any discipline. In the struggle to 
take concrete steps in pursuit of these aims there has been much 
discussion and awareness-raising, often accompanied by a push to 
make research products and scientific results open quickly.

Although these are laudable and necessary first steps, they 
are not sufficient to bring about the transformation that would 
allow us to reap the benefits of open and reproducible research. 
It is time to move beyond the rhetoric and the trust in quick fixes 
and start designing and implementing tools to power a more  
profound change.

Our own experience from opening up vast volumes of data is 
that openness cannot simply be tacked on as an afterthought at the 
end of the scientific endeavour. In addition, openness alone does 
not guarantee reproducibility or reusability, so it should not be pur-
sued as a goal in itself. Focusing on data is also not enough: it needs 
to be accompanied by software, workflows and explanations, all of 
which need to be captured throughout the usual iterative and closed 
research lifecycle, ready for a timely open release with the results.

Thus, we argue that having the reuse of research results as a goal 
requires the adoption of new research practices during the data 
analysis process. Such practices need to be tailored to the needs 
of each given discipline with its particular research environment, 
culture and idiosyncrasies. Services and tools should be developed 
with the idea of meshing seamlessly with existing research proce-
dures, encouraging the pursuit of reusability as a natural part of 
researchers’ daily work (Fig. 1). In this way, the generated research 
products are more likely to be useful when shared openly.

In tackling the challenge of enabling reusable research, we  
keep these ideas as our guiding light when putting changes into 
practice in our community—high-energy physics (HEP). Here, we 
illustrate our approach, particularly through our work at CERN, 
and present our community’s requirements and rationale. We  
hope that the explanation of our challenges and solutions will 
stimulate discussions around the practical implementation of work-

flows for reproducible and reusable research more widely in other  
scientific disciplines.

Approaching reproducibility and reuse in HEP
To set the stage for the rest of this piece, we first construct a more 
nuanced spectrum in which to place the various challenges facing 
HEP, allowing us to better frame our ambitions and solutions. We 
choose to build on the descriptions introduced by Carole Goble4 
and Lorena A. Barba5 shown in Table 1.

These concepts assume a research environment in which mul-
tiple labs have the equipment necessary to duplicate an experiment, 
which essentially makes the experiments portable. In the particle 
physics context, however, the immense cost and complexity of the 
experimental set-up essentially make the independent and com-
plete replication of HEP experiments unfeasible and unhelpful. 
HEP experiments are set up with unique capabilities, often being 
the only facility or instrument of their kind in the world; they are 
also constantly being upgraded to satisfy requirements for higher 
energy, precision and level of accuracy. The experiments at the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC) are prominent examples. It is this unique-
ness that makes the experimental data valuable for preservation so 
that it can be later reused with other measurements for comparison, 
confirmation or inspiration.

Our considerations here really begin after gathering the data. 
This means that we are more concerned with repeating or verifying 
the computational analysis performed over a given dataset rather 
than with data collection. Therefore, in Table 2 we present a varia-
tion of these definitions that takes into account a research environ-
ment in which ‘experimental set-up’ refers to the implementation 
of a computational analysis of a defined dataset, and a ‘lab’ can be 
thought of as an experimental collaboration or an analysis group.

In the case of computational processes, physics analyses them-
selves are intrinsically complex due to the large data volume and 
algorithms involved6. In addition, the analysts typically study more 
than one physics process and consider data collected under dif-
ferent running conditions. Although comprehensive documenta-
tion on the analysis methods is maintained, the complexity of the 
software implementations often hides minute but crucial details, 
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potentially leading to a loss of knowledge concerning how the 
results were obtained7.

In absence of solutions for analysis capture and preservation, 
knowledge of specific methods and how they are applied to a given 
physics analysis might be lost. To tackle these community-specific 
challenges, a collaborative effort (coordinated by CERN, but involv-
ing the wider community) has emerged, initiating various projects, 
some of which are described below.

Reuse and openness. The HEP experimental collaborations operate 
independently of each other, and they do not share physics results 
until they have been rigorously verified by internal review pro-
cesses8. Because these reviews often involve the input of the entire 
collaboration, where the level of crosschecking is extensive, the 
measurements are considered trustworthy.
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Fig. 1 | Data continuum in LHC experiments. a, The experimental data from proton–proton collisions in the Large Hadron Collider are being collected by 
particle detectors run by the experimental collaborations ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb. The raw experimental data is further filtered and processed to 
give the collision dataset formats that are suitable for physics analyses. In parallel, the computer simulations are being run in order to provide necessary 
comparison of experimental data with theoretical predictions. b, The stored collision and simulated data are then released for individual physics analyses. 
A physicist may perform further data reduction and selection procedures, which are followed by a statistical analysis on the data. Physics results are 
derived taking into account statistical and systematic uncertainties. The results often summarize which theoretical models have predictions that are 
consistent with the observations once background estimates have been included. The analysis assets being used by the individual researcher include the 
information about the collision and simulated datasets, the detector conditions, the analysis code, the computational environments, and the computational 
workflow steps used by the researcher to derive the histograms and the final plots as they appear in publications. c, The CERN Analysis Preservation 
service captures all the analysis assets and related documentation via a set of ‘push’ and ‘pull’ protocols, so that the analysis knowledge and data are 
preserved in a trusted long-term digital repository for preservation purposes. d, The CERN Open Data service publishes selected data as they are released 
by the LHC collaborations into the public domain after an embargo period of several years depending on the collaboration data management plans and 
preservation policies. Credit: CERN (a); Dave Gandy (b,c, code icon); SimpleIcon (b,c, gear icon); Andrian Valeanu (b,c, data icon); Umar Irshad  
(c, paper icon); Freepik (c, workflow icon).

Table 1 | Terminology related to reproducible research 
introduced by Carole Goble and Lorena A. Barba

Term Purpose Description

Rerun Robust Variations on experiment and set-up, 
conducted in the same lab

Repeat Defend Same experiment, same set-up, same 
lab

Replicate Certify Same experiment, same set-up, 
independent lab

Reproduce Compare Variations on experiment and set-up, 
independent labs

Reuse Transfer Different experiment
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However, it is necessary to ensure the usability of the research 
in the long term. This is particularly challenging today, as much of 
the analysis code is available primarily within the small team that 
performs an analysis. We think that reproducibility requires a level 
of attention and care that is not satisfied by simply posting undocu-
mented code or making data ‘available on request’.

In the particular case of particle physics, it may even be true that 
openness itself, in the sense of unfettered access to data by the gen-
eral public, is not necessarily a prerequisite for the reproducibility of 
the research. Take the LHC collaborations as an example: while they 
generally strive to be open and transparent in both their research 
and their software development9,10, analysis procedures and the pre-
viously described challenges of scale and data complexity mean that 
there are certain necessary reproducibility use cases that are better 
served by a tailored tool rather than an open data repository.

Such tools need to preserve the expertise of a large collabora-
tion that flows into each analysis. Providing a central place where 
the disparate components of an analysis can be aggregated at the 
start, and then evolve as the analysis gets validated and verified, will 
fill this valuable role in the community. Confidentiality might aid 
this process so that the experts can share and discuss in a protected 
space before successively opening up the content of scrutiny to ever 
larger audiences, first within the collaboration and then later via 
peer review to the whole HEP community.

Cases in point are the CERN Analysis Preservation (CAP) and 
Reusable Analyses (REANA), which will be described in more 
detail below. Their key feature is that they leave the decision as to 
when a dataset or a complete analysis is shared publicly in the hands 
of the researchers. Open access can be supported, but the architec-
ture does not depend on either data or code being publicly available.  

This gives the experimental collaborations full control over the 
release procedure and thus fully supports internal processing, 
review protocols and possible embargo periods. Hence, the service 
is accessible to the thousands of researchers who need the informa-
tion it contains in order to replicate or reuse results, but the public-
facing functions in HEP are better served by other services, such as 
CERN Open Data11, HEPData12 and INSPIRE13.

The standard data deluge in particle physics is another challenge 
that calls for separate approaches for reproducibility, reusability and 
openness. As we do not have the computational resources to enable 
open access and processing of raw data, there needs to be a decision 
on the level at which the data can meaningfully be made open to 
allow valuable scrutiny by the public. This is governed by the indi-
vidual experiments and their respective data policies14–17.

Enabling open and reusable research at CERN
The CERN Analysis Preservation and reuse framework18,19 consists 
of a set of services and tools, sketched in Fig. 1, that assist researchers 
in describing and preserving all the components of a physics analy-
sis such as data, software and computing environment—addressing 
the points discussed earlier. These, along with the associated docu-
mentation, are kept in one place so that the analysis, or parts of it, 
can be reused even several years after the publication of the original 
scientific results.

The CERN Analysis Preservation and reuse framework relies on 
three pillars:
 1. Describe: adequately describe and structure the knowledge 

behind a physics analysis in view of its future reuse. Describe 
all the assets of an analysis and track data provenance. Ensure 
sufficient documentation and capture associated links.

Table 2 | Terminology related to reproducible research from the angle of the particle physics environment

Term Purpose Description adapted 
to the HEP context

Example

Rerun Repeata Defend and make 
robust

Same implementation, 
same analysts

These actions are integral parts of HEP analyses. Using datasets recorded in slightly 
different conditions (for example, different energies or magnet orientation) to verify 
that the results are consistent across the data subsets.

Variations in 
implementation, same 
analysts

Ensuring robustness by using the same analysis model (experiment simulation) to 
learn about the process or to verify the results (for example, checking the impact of 
slight model differences to the final result).

Replicateb Certify Same dataset, same 
implementation, 
independent analysts

Replicate an analysis
Analysis certification includes a review using prepared written documentation, and in 
some scenarios even reproducing the entire (or some parts of the) analysis. Another 
common scenario of reproducing an analysis occurs when personnel changes.

Reproduce Compare Variations in 
implementation, 
independent analysts

Reproduce a measurement 
After the Higgs boson discovery was published by the CMS experiment, a group of 
independent researchers reproduced the measurement using CMS open data and 
obtained similar results (Fig. 3).

Reuse Transfer, new 
(different) purpose

Original (or subset 
of) data, different 
implementation, 
independent analysts

Reusing analysis data 
Using data for a new independent discovery, such as the use of CMS data via the 
CERN Open Data portal by Thaler (MIT) and colleagues31,32.

Certify or transfer 
to a new (different) 
purpose

Same implementation, 
same or independent 
analysts

Reusing analysis code 
Using analysis elements for a new independent study. For example, redoing an 
analysis by reusing the code on a more recent dataset to improve the sensitivity 
(statistics) of a measurement (for example, ‘evidence for’ may become 
‘observation’).

Transfer Same implementation, 
same or independent 
analysts

Reusing complete analyses 
Testing different analysis models using existing analyses’ resources. This application 
can be adapted in some (more inclusive) HEP analyses, and it is captured by the 
RECAST project.

aRerun and repeat are put together as integral parts of physics analyses. bIt needs to be noted that in the community ‘replicate’ is often used interchangeably with ‘reproduce’.
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 2. Capture: store information about the analysis input data, the 
analysis code and its dependencies, the runtime computational 
environment and the analysis workflow steps, and any other 
necessary dependencies in a trusted digital repository.

 3. Reuse: instantiate preserved analysis assets and computational 
workflows on the compute clouds to allow their validation or 
execution with new sets of parameters to test new hypotheses.

All of these services, developed through free and open source 
software, strive to enable FAIR compliant data20 and can be set up 

for other communities as they are implemented using flexible data 
models. For all these services, capturing and preserving data prov-
enance has been a key design feature. Data provenance facilitates 
reproducibility and data sharing as it provides a formal model for 
describing published results7.

CERN Analysis Preservation. The CERN Analysis Preservation 
(CAP) service is a digital repository instance dedicated to describ-
ing and capturing analysis assets. The service uses a flexible meta-
data structure conforming to JavaScript Open Notation (JSON) 
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Fig. 2 | Example of a complex computational workflow on REANA mimicking a beyond the standard model (BSM) analysis . This figure shows an 
example where the experimental data is compared to the predictions of the standard model with an additional hypothesized signal component. The 
example permits one to study the complex computational workflows used in typical particle physics analyses. a–c, The computational workflow (a) may 
consist of several tens of thousands of computational steps that are massively parallelizable and run in a cascading ‘map-reduce’ style of computations 
on distributed compute clusters. The workflow definition is modelled using the Yadage workflow specification and produces an upper limit on the 
signal strength of the BSM process. A typical search for BSM physics consists of simulating a hypothetical signal process (c), as well as the background 
processes predicted by the standard model with properties consistent with the hypothetical signal (marked dark green in (b)). The background often 
consists of simulated background estimates (dark blue and light green histograms) and data-driven background estimates (light blue histogram).  
A statistical model involving both signal (dark green histogram) and background components is built and fit to the observed experimental data (black 
markers). b, Results of the model in its pre-fit configuration at nominal signal strength. We can see the excess of the signal over data, meaning that the 
nominal setting does not describe the data well. The post-fit distribution would scale down the signal in order to fit the data. This REANA example is 
publicly available at ref. 35. For icon credits, see Fig. 1.
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schemas that describe the analysis in order to help researchers iden-
tify, preserve and find the information about components of analy-
ses. These JSON components define everything from experimental 
configurations to data samples and from analysis code to links to 
presentations and publications. By assembling such schemas, we are 
creating a standard way to describe and document an analysis in 
order to facilitate its discoverability and reproducibility.

The CAP service features a ‘push’ protocol that enables indi-
vidual researchers to deposit material either by means of a user 
interface or with an automated command-line client. In the case of 
primary data, it can store links to data deposited in trusted long-
term preservation stores used by the HEP experiments. For software 
and intermediate datasets, it can also completely ingest the material 
referenced by the researcher.

The CAP service can also ‘pull’ information from internal 
databases of LHC collaborations, when such information exists. 
Aggregating various sources of information from existing data-
bases, source code repositories and data stores is an essential fea-
ture of the CAP service, helping researchers find and manage  
all the necessary information in a central place. Such an aggregation 
and standardization of data analysis information offers advanced 
search capabilities to researchers, facilitating discovery and  
search of high-level physics information associated with individual 
physics analyses.

REANA. We argue that physics analyses ideally should be automated 
from inception in such a way that they can be executed with a single 
command. Automating the whole analysis while it is still in its active 
phase permits to both easily run the ‘live’ analysis process on demand 
as well as to preserve it completely and seamlessly once it is over 
and the results are ready for publication. Thinking of restructuring  

a finished analysis for eventual reuse after its publication is often 
too late. Facilitating future reuse starts with the first commit of the 
analysis code.

This is the purpose served by the Reusable Analyses service, 
REANA: a standalone component of the framework dedicated to 
instantiating preserved research data analyses on the cloud. While 
REANA was born from the need to rerun analyses preserved in 
the CERN Analysis Preservation framework, it can be used to run 
‘active’ analyses before they are published and preserved.

Using information about the input datasets, the computational 
environment, the software framework, the analysis code and the 
computational workflow steps to run the analysis, REANA permits 
researchers to submit parameterized computational workflows to 
run on remote compute clouds (as shown in Fig. 2). REANA lever-
ages modern container technologies to encapsulate the runtime 
environment necessary for various analysis steps. REANA supports 
several different container technologies (Docker21, Singularity22), 
compute clouds (Kubernetes23/OpenShift24, HTCondor25), shared 
storage systems (Ceph26, EOS27) and structured workflow specifica-
tions (CWL28, Yadage29) as they are used in various research groups.

RECAST. RECAST30 is a notable example of an application built 
around reusable workflows, which targets a specific particle physics 
use case. In particular, RECAST provides a gateway to test alterna-
tive physical theories by simulating what those theories predict and 
then running the simulated data through the analysis workflow used 
for a previous publication. The application programming interface 
exposes a restricted class of trustworthy, high-impact queries on the 
data. The experiment’s data and the data processing workflow need 
not be exposed directly. Furthermore, the experimental collabora-
tions can optionally maintain an approval process for the new result. 
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Fig. 3 | Observing the Higgs boson with CMS open data. The CMS collaboration released over one petabyte of research-grade collision and simulated 
datasets with associated computing tools such as the virtual machine, the analysis software and the examples of physics analyses. This permits 
independent researchers to understand and study the data in a way similar to how CMS physicists perform research. A characteristic example presented 
here is the analysis of the ‘Higgs-to-four-lepton’ decay channel that led to the Higgs boson experimental discovery in 2012. The Higgs boson produced 
in proton–proton collisions is short-lived and transforms almost instantaneously into other particles that may live longer and that are subsequently 
observed (directly or indirectly) by particle detectors. There are several Higgs decay modes or transformation channels possible; the present example 
studies the Higgs transformation into four leptons (electrons or muons) in the final state. a, The official CMS result36 as it was presented during the 
announcement of the Higgs boson discovery in 2012. b, Plot produced by Nur Zulaiha Jomhari and colleagues34 using CMS open data from 2011 and 2012 
that are available on the CERN Open Data portal. The analysis using CMS open data is simplified and not scrutinized by the wider community of CMS 
experts. Nevertheless, it permits to run a realistic particle physics analysis example and learn about the Higgs decay physics using the same data formats, 
the same software tools and computational techniques that are remarkably close to procedures being used by CMS experimental physicists. Reproduced 
from ref. 36, CERN (a).
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The system has been used internally to streamline the reinterpreta-
tion of several experiments, and ultimately could be opened to inde-
pendent researchers outside of the LHC collaborations.

CERN Open Data. The CERN Open Data portal was released in 
2014 amid a discussion as to whether the primary particle physics 
data, due to its large volume and complexity, would find any use out-
side of the LHC collaborations. In 2017, Thaler and colleagues31,32 
confirmed their jet substructure model predictions using the open 
data from the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment that 
were released on the portal in 2014, demonstrating that research 
conducted outside of the CERN collaborations could indeed benefit 
from such open data releases.

From its creation, the CERN Open Data service has disseminated 
the open experimental collision and simulated datasets, the example 
software, the virtual machines with the suitable computational envi-
ronment, together with associated usage documentation that were 
released to the public by the HEP experiments. The CERN Open Data 
service is implemented as a standalone data repository on top of the 

Invenio digital repository framework33. It is used by the public, by high 
school and university students, and by general data scientists.

Exploitation of the released open content has been demonstrated 
both on the educational side and for research purposes. A team of 
researchers, students and summer students reproduced parts of 
published results from the CMS experiment using only the informa-
tion that was released openly on the CERN Open Data portal. The 
developed code produced plots comparable to parts of the official 
CMS Higgs-to-four-lepton analysis results34 (Fig. 3).

This shows that the CERN Open Data service fulfils a different 
and complementary use case to the CERN Analysis Preservation 
framework. The openness alone does not sufficiently address all 
the required use cases for reusable research in particle physics that 
is naturally born ‘closed’ in experimental collaborations before the 
analyses and data become openly published.

Challenging, but possible
In this paper we have discussed how open sharing enables certain 
types of data and software reuse, arguing that simple compliance 

Box 1 | Guiding principles towards reproducibility

From what we have learned and discussed in this article, we distil 
a few general principles that may be applicable to other disciplines 
and individual researchers or research groups.

Define your reproducibility goals
The definition of reproducibility goals early on is essential for 
ensuring future reusability of scientific results. Questions to 
consider are: what do you produce? What is the amount of 
collaborative work and personnel turnover? Would you like to 
achieve reproducibility and reuse internally or even externally? 
Choosing an appropriate and balanced reproducibility strategy 
for an analysis can involve a number of considerations, such as 
the available resources, the required level of detail, the reuse 
value of the processed data, the analysis results and so on. Many 
funding agencies tend to demand data management plans and it 
is worthwhile if we can use this requirement to our advantage by 
including it in our daily routine37.

Incorporate best practices early in your research
Adopting preservation and reproducibility practices and tools 
early in the research development process benefits the project and 
the research proponents. Invest time at the beginning of a project 
to do the groundwork, and document the planned outputs and how 
they could be organized, preserved and shared in order to support 
your reproducibility goals. Mentor good practice and demonstrate 
its usefulness. For example, use your bespoke preservation and 
reproducibility practices to familiarize new people with ongoing 
and past analyses in your team. Ensure verification and validation 
of your code before running new analyses. Use a version control 
system and continuous integration. Follow the reproducibility 
manifesto38 and similar guidelines39.

Build on what is there
There are many dependable tools available, such as data and 
code repositories, and methods to facilitate computational 
reproducibility. Do not reinvent the wheel by creating new 
solutions from scratch unless really necessary. Use existing tools 
that are already popular and available, tailor them to your needs 
and extend them if necessary. Opt for open source solutions with 
large user communities.

Structure your knowledge
What would it take to preserve and understand the knowledge 
associated with a research analysis? Will others be able to 

understand what you shared? Structure your knowledge to be both 
human and machine readable. Using descriptive ‘readme’ files is 
good; using a structured JSON format to describe knowledge 
and make it searchable is even better. Use standard vocabularies 
existing in your community.

Capture your content
What are the core elements that need to be included in a 
reproducible analysis package? What needs to be documented? 
Capture your analysis assets if they are located in volatile places or 
the location of your assets if they are stored safely. Think about input 
data, configurations and parameters, as well as analysis software 
and its dependencies. Make sure to preserve the computational 
environment and runtime external dependencies. Use established 
community platforms or talk to teams in your institution to check 
how you can safeguard your research.

Capture your workflows
How did you arrive at the results? Preserve your computational 
workflow steps. Automate your analysis and make it scriptable 
instead of using interactive user interfaces. Use a structured 
computational workflow engine that can run your analysis in a 
suitable computational environment.

Raise awareness
Care about the longevity of scientific results. Whether you are a 
professor, funding body, research associate or a graduate student, 
ask and discuss with your collaborators if your and their results are 
preserved and reusable in the long term. Can the next generation 
of PhD students build on top of your work? Think about publishing 
code, data and workflow recipes in trusted repositories.

Embrace openness whenever possible
Identify materials that can be shared publicly, publish them in 
trusted repositories, link and reference them to contextualize them. 
Consider using embargo periods for sensitive datasets or materials. 
Share restricted data or work in progress among your collaborators.

Enable liberal and fair reuse
Licensing and crediting is crucial. All our open scholarly 
materials (data, code, documentation, papers) are accompanied 
by liberal licenses and data/software citation recommendations 
and we do encourage other scientific disciplines to adopt the 
same principle.
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with openness is not sufficient to foster reuse and reproducibility 
in particle physics. Sharing data is not enough; it is also essential to 
capture the structured information about the research data analy-
sis workflows and processes to ensure the usability and longevity 
of results.

Research communities may start by using open data policies and 
initiating dialogues on data sharing, while embracing the reproduc-
ibility and reuse principles early on in the daily research processes. 
We compiled a few guiding principles that could support such dia-
logues (Box 1). In particle physics, the possibility of actual internal 
or external reuse of research outputs is an intrinsic motivation for 
taking part in these activities; one could assume the same for many 
other scientific communities.

Using computing technologies available today, solving the chal-
lenges of open sharing, reproducibility and reuse seems more fea-
sible than ever, helping to keep research results viable and reusable 
in the future.
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